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Strain rate sensitivity of the commercial aluminum alloy AA5182-O
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Abstract

The mechanical behavior of the commercial aluminum alloy AA5182-O is investigated at temperatures ranging from−120 to 150◦C and
strain rates from 10−6 to 10−1 s−1. The strain rate sensitivity parameter is determined as a function of temperature and plastic strain, and the
strain rate and temperature range in which dynamic strain aging leads to negative strain rate sensitivity is mapped. The effect of dynamic
strain aging on ductility and strain hardening is investigated. The sensitivity of the measured quantities to the experimental method employed
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nd their dependence on grain shape are discussed. The experimental data are compared with the predictions of a model cons
n a recently proposed mechanism for dynamic strain ageing. The mechanism is based on the effect solute clustering at forest
as on the strength of dislocation junctions. The model is shown to reproduce qualitatively the experimental trends.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Aluminum alloys are important technological materials
rimarily due to their advantageous strength to weight ratio.
hey are used in diverse applications ranging from packaging

o the aeronautic industry. Current alloy design is primarily
imed at improving material properties in order to access new
arkets. An important example is automobile body panels.
his would significantly reduce automobile weight, which

ranslates into fuel savings and associated environmental ad-
antages.

Important candidates for such applications are the alloys
rom the 5000 class whose primary alloying element is Mg.
hese alloys are currently used extensively in beverage pack-
ging and other applications. They may be drawn in thin
heets and offer significant strength. However, their defor-
ation at room temperature is discontinuous, with the strain

ocalizing in narrow bands that leave undesirable traces on
he surface of the final product. This is the signature of the

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 518 2762195; fax: +1 518 2766025.

Portevin–LeChatelier phenomenon (PLC), which manif
itself in certain ranges of temperature and strain rate.

The repeated strain localization is due to the negative s
rate sensitivity (SRS) of the material which, in turn, is cau
by smaller scale phenomena associated with interaction
tween solute and dislocations, referred to as dynamic s
aging (DSA). Hence, PLC is one of the macroscopic m
festations of DSA.

Both PLC and DSA were extensively studied over
last several decades[1–4] with the goal being to achieve
better understanding of the small-scale processes and
multiscale mechanisms that link the nanoscale DSA to
macroscale PLC effect. The technological goal is to incr
the SRS to positive values in the range of temperature
strain rates relevant for industrial processes. This woul
sure material stability during processing and would elimi
PLC. In particular, in Al–Mg alloys it is desired to increa
the SRS parameter and to eliminate the PLC effect at
temperature.

Serrated flow was observed in many dilute solid solut
having f.c.c. (Al, Cu and Ni–based alloys), b.c.c. (e.g
E-mail address:picuc@rpi.edu (R.C. Picu). steels) and h.c.p. lattices (Zn-based alloys). The phenomenon

921-5093/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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was even observed in commercially pure Al, due to traces of
impurities[5].

Al–Mg alloys are some of the most studied systems in con-
nection with negative SRS. Binary Al–Mg[6–8] as well as
the equivalent commercial alloys[9–13] received attention.
Reviews of the current experimental state of the art are given
in Refs.[14,15]. A significant amount of data exists on the
effect of Mg, the contribution of the other solute species, the
role of precipitates and that of grain boundaries, the depen-
dence on grain size, as well as on macroscopic parameters
such as the specimen geometry and state of stress and strain.

The microscopic mechanism leading to negative SRS is
still a matter of debate. Mobile solute atoms tend to cluster at
dislocations driven by their primarily elastic interaction with
the strain field generated by these defects. Clustering leads
to an enhancement of the apparent lattice resistance to dis-
location motion. In the current physical picture of DSA it is
considered that, if the solute has sufficient mobility, cluster-
ing may occur during the relatively short time a mobile dis-
location is arrested at obstacles such as forest dislocations,
precipitates and grain boundaries[2,16]. Clustering is as-
sumed to occur either by lattice diffusion, from the lattice to
the arrested mobile dislocation, or by pipe diffusion, from the
solute cluster on the forest dislocation, along the core of the
mobile dislocation.
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flow stress) is strongly affected by the presence of clusters on
forest dislocations. Hence, the average strength of junctions
depends on the average size of clusters on forest dislocations
which, in turn, depends on the residence time of forests,ta. At
given plastic strain, the residence time of forests is a function
of the strain rate. Increasing the deformation rate reduces the
ageing time of forests, which leads to smaller clusters and
lower dislocation junction strength, i.e. negative SRS.

In this report, we provide new data on the mechanical be-
havior of one of the most important commercial alloys from
this series: AA5182-O. The attention is focused here on map-
ping the domain of negative strain rate sensitivity and on de-
termining the effect of temperature on ductility in conjunction
with the negative SRS, for the as-received material. We also
investigate the variation with temperature of the strength and
the effect of the grain shape on the rate sensitivity of the ma-
terial. The experimental data are compared with predictions
of the model proposed in Ref.[19].

2. The material

The material used in this study is supplied by Alcoa in
the form of rolled and annealed sheet of 1 mm thickness.
It is primarily a solid solution of 4.5 wt.% Mg in Al, with
o , Cu
( ).
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At high strain rates, when the average arrest time is s
he clusters are too small to produce an effective enha
ent of the strength of the obstacle and the PLC effect i
bserved. Clustering contributes to the intrinsically unste
otion of dislocations in that a higher resolved shear s

s needed to break free the defect from the cloud, wh
elatively low stress is required to keep it moving after
vent. This process leads to negative strain rate sens
nd strain localization. The temperature is important sin
ontrols solute mobility and clustering rate.

This physical picture was recently challenged by a se
f atomistic simulations of Mg diffusion along the core
arious dislocations in Al[17]. It was shown that pipe diffu
ion, as well as bulk diffusion, must be assisted by vaca
n order to occur at reasonable rates at room tempera
owever, it is now accepted that vacancies do not play a

ral role in DSA[18]. They certainly favor the effect (enhan
iffusion), but the DSA mechanism must be independe

heir presence and concentration. Notwithstanding the e
f vacancies, pipe diffusion appears to be as slow as
iffusion in this material system and at room tempera

n turn, this implies that clustering of mobile dislocatio
uring their arrest time at obstacles,tw, either by bulk o
ipe diffusion, is too slow for the mechanism to explain
acroscopic phenomenon.
A new mechanism, which does not require that solute

ers form on mobile dislocations duringtw, was recently pro
osed[19]. The mechanism is based on a mesoscopic ana
f the interaction of a mobile, unclustered dislocation w
clustered forest. It is shown that the strength of disl

ion junctions (which control the athermal component of
ther alloying elements being Mn (0.2–0.5%), Cr (0.1%)
0.15%), Zn (0.25%), Si (0.2%), Ti (0.1%) and Fe (0.35%

Mg is added for strength and is frozen in solid solu
t room temperature. Mg forms a coherent beta prime p
ith Al, which is present as a fine dispersion at tempera
elow 200◦C. This phase is relatively stable and has a s
nbinding kinetics. However, the thermodynamically sta
hase is Al3Mg2, which precipitates only upon significa
nnealing at temperatures immediately below 200◦C. The
echanical properties of the material at room tempera
re controlled by the Mg atoms in solid solution[15].

Cr and Mn are added as grain growth stabilizers. As
orted in Refs.[20–22] Cr, Fe and Mn form (Mn,Fe)Al6,
r2Mg3Al18 and FeCrAl3 precipitates, while Si forms sil
ides (Mg2Si). Some of these are located along grain bo
ries and are assumed to contribute little to the negative
nd PLC. However, they may lead to cavitation during

orming operations. Other precipitates are located within
rains. Copper adds to strength and also stabilizes the
ipitates at high temperature[22].

The material was annealed after the repeated rolling
rations and, in the as-received state, exhibits grain s
nisotropy. The grain size is 50 and 15�m along and pe
endicular to the rolling direction, respectively. The crys

ographic texture was characterized using X-ray diffrac
ith the texture measurement instrument (TMI)[23]. In this

echnique, a high energy beam crosses the entire spec
iving the average texture throughout the entire thickne

he sheet. The (1 1 1), (2 0 0) and (2 2 0) pole figures w
easured and used to calculate the orientation distrib

unction. The crystallographic texture was rather weak
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the corresponding range of Taylor factor in uniaxial tension
over the different directions of the sheet was between 3.02
and 3.06. Standard mechanical test results conducted a 0◦,
45◦ and 90◦ from the rolling direction led to yield stresses
of 141, 135 and 138 MPa in these respective directions. The
measuredr values (width to thickness strain ratio) were 1.0,
1.2 and 1.0, respectively.

3. Experimental procedure

Uniaxial tension tests were carried out using ASTM ten-
sion specimens with 10 mm gauge width. Most specimens
were cut with their axis aligned with the rolling direction.
The rolling direction was aligned perpendicular to the load-
ing direction in several specimens in order to investigate its
effect on the strain rate sensitivity of the material. The ma-
terial was tested in the as-received conditions, with no heat
treatment being performed.

The strain rate sensitivity was measured in constant strain
rate tests as well as in strain rate jump tests. A strain rate
differential of 1:100 was used in most cases. In the strain
rate jump tests the rate was changed by one or two orders of
magnitude in separate tests and both the instantaneous and
the steady state rate sensitivity were measured. The base rate
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Fig. 1. Typical true stress–true strain curves at three temperatures within and
outside the PLC range. The curves are serrated within the domain in which
the SRS is negative and smooth outside. The ductility is reduced within the
domain.

In strain rate jump tests, two types of strain rate sensitivity
may be defined[24]. The instantaneous rate sensitivity,mi ,
is computed from the instantaneous variation of the stress
associated with a strain rate jump fromε̇1 to ε̇2. The steady-
state strain rate sensitivity,m, is computed based on the�σ

determined by extrapolating the flow curve after the transient
following the strain rate jump, to the moment of the jump. The
steady state rate sensitivity may be expressed as the sum of the
instantaneous measure and that corresponding to a transient,
mt:m=mi +mt. The instantaneous measure is always positive
and increases with strain[25]. In solid solutions with mobile
solutes,mt is negative. When the steady state rate sensitivity
becomes negative (mi < |mt|), conditions exist for the loss of
stability of the material and appearance of the PLC effect.

The variation ofm with strain is shown inFig. 2 for
three temperatures. The strain rate sensitivity is negative for
all strains at room temperature and 50◦C. At 110◦C, m is

F in at
t ints are
o nstant
s neous
r

as 10 s .
Tests were performed at non-ambient temperature i

he temperature was measured with a thermocouple o
urface of the specimen and was kept constant to w
0.5◦C.

. Results

The experimental data are presented in this section
ocus on mapping the rate–temperature domain of neg
RS and on the variation of the ductility and strength w

emperature. Other observations pertaining to the manif
ion of the PLC effect are mentioned in passing.

.1. The strain rate sensitivity parameter

Tests were performed at temperatures between−120 and
50◦C and at strain rates ranging from 10−6 to 10−1 s−1.
ypical stress–strain curves are shown inFig. 1as obtained a
= −100◦C, room temperature and atT= +100◦C. Serrate
ow, which is indicative of negative SRS, was observed i
ests performed at temperatures in the range−80 to 100◦C.

The strain rate sensitivity parameter,m, was compute
sing the equation:

= log[σ1/σ2]

log[ε̇1/ε̇2]
(1)

or m evaluated from constant strain rate tests,σ1 andσ2
epresent the flow stress at the current strain, measur
ests performed with strain ratesε̇1 andε̇2, respectively.
ig. 2. Variation of the strain rate sensitivity parameter m with stra
hree temperatures within the negative SRS range. The open data po
btained from strain rate jump tests, while the curves correspond to co
train rate experiments. The filled symbols correspond to the instanta
ate sensitivity,mi , and the dashed straight line is a fit to the data.
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negative at small plastic strains and becomes positive as de-
formation proceeds. At all other temperatures within the PLC
range,m initially decreases slightly and then remains essen-
tially constant withε. Sincemdecreases with strain, the strain
rate sensitivity of the flow stress is more pronounced than that
of the yield stress.

The open data points are obtained from strain rate jump
tests (strain rate differential 1:100, base rate 10−4 s−1), while
the lines represent results obtained from constant strain rate
tests (same strain rate differential and base rate). Reasonable
agreement is seen between the two sets of data. Furthermore,
mcomputed in strain rate jump tests from a jump up in strain
rate is in good agreement with the same quantity computed
from a jump down in rate at the same strain. The pros and
cons of the two types of tests were discussed in Ref.[26]. The
strain rate jump tests are assumed to provide more reliable
data since the rate sensitivity is measured in a given speci-
men at given strain and therefore at given internal material
state. Whenm is evaluated from constant strain rate tests, two
different specimens subjected to different deformation histo-
ries are used. Hence, if the deformation history is important
at the respective test temperature, the results are expected to
differ.

The instantaneous rate sensitivity parameter provides in-
formation on the response to a strain rate change of the cur-
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Fig. 3. Variation of the steady-state strain rate sensitivity parametermwith
temperature.

strain rate sensitivity measured here is expected to be valid
for this material even when processed to other reductions.

At temperatures above 120◦C, m depends on the strain
rate differential and the plastic strain at which the readings
are made (see alsoFig. 2). In this range of temperatures for
whichm> 0,m increases with plastic strain. On the contrary,
in the low temperature range−80 to−120◦C (m > 0), the
parameter slightly decreases with the plastic strain.

The variation of m with temperature suggests that the ac-
tivation energy for PLC at the low and the high temperature
ends of the PLC range is different. The transition from posi-
tive to negativem is very gradual atT∼ −100◦C, while atT
∼ 100◦C it is quite abrupt. This suggests that different DSA
mechanisms dominate the behavior in different temperature
ranges. Ling and McCormick[25] observed that the high
temperature behavior does not appear to be due to structural
changes such as precipitation, which could change the nature
of the rate controlling obstacles to dislocation motion. Rather,
the diffusion-controlled kinetics of DSA appears to be dif-
ferent at high and low temperatures. This phenomenon was
recently analyzed in detail by Nortmann and Schwink[28,29]
and by Hahner[30]. They concluded that several types of pipe
diffusion (along the core of the partials, along the stacking
fault ribbon, etc.) might become active at high temperature.
However, as discussed in Section1, the effectiveness of pipe
d ned
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r data
p ata
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ent material structure. This quantity is important in th
arger (positive) value promotes homogeneous plastic d

ation, as discussed above. This measure is shown inFig. 2
filled symbols and dashed line).mi is seen to increase wi
train as observed in other material systems[25]. The varia
ion is linear in the considered range of strains, the equ
f the straight line inFig. 2 beingmi = 0.0023 + 0.00106ε.
ence, the extrapolated value ofmi at zero strain is 0.002
he curves corresponding tommeasured from constant ra

ests seem to converge at zero strain to a value clo
he above. Hence, the transient component of the rate
itivity, mt, starts from zero and decreases significantly
train, which suggests that the negative SRS is asso
ith phenomena that occur during the deformation proc

ather than to the material condition before deformation.
easurement ofmi is made atT = 100◦C. However, it is

nown thatmi is essentially temperature independent a
trains[25].

The variation with temperature of the strain rate sens
ty parameterm is discussed next.Fig. 3showsmevaluated
rom constant rate tests for temperatures between−120 and
50◦C. The data correspond to a strain rate differentia
:100 and to base rate ofε̇1 = 10−3 s−1, and are collecte
t plastic strains of 10 and 20%. The range of negative
ensitivity is−80 to 110◦C. This is in agreement with Re
27] in whichmwas found to be negative in a binary Al–M
lloy tested at rates between 10−6 and 10−2 s−1 between−80
nd 80◦C. This supports the conclusion that the mechan
ehavior of the commercial alloy is essentially determine

he Mg solute. It is noted in passing that m is essentially i
endent of the rolling reduction of the material[35] and the
iffusion as the dominant mechanism for DSA is questio
17]. In the mechanism proposed in Ref.[19], the two activa
ion energies are associated with bulk diffusion and with
issolution at high temperatures of clusters formed on fo
islocations. This second quantity is determined by the b

ng energy of Mg atoms to dislocation cores. The discus
f this issue is deferred to Section5.

The PLC domain (considered approximately ident
ith the negative SRS domain) was mapped and is sh

n Fig. 4in the log(̇ε) − 1/T plane. Open/filled symbols re
esent conditions in which PLC is not/is observed. The
oints well-within the domain are not shown, for clarity. D
resented for the same commercial alloy by Abbadi et al.[31]
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Fig. 4. Map of the PLC domain in the log(ε̇) − (1/T ) plane. The open/filled
symbols correspond to conditions in which the PLC effect is not/is observed.
The smaller symbols are reproduced from Ref.[31], while the two dashed
lines are the boundaries of the PLC domain reported in Ref.[32]. The con-
tinuous lines are the boundaries of the PLC domain fitted to the current
data.

and by Pink and Grinberg[32] (corresponding to a similar
alloy with 5% Mg) are included in the figure. The data from
Ref.[31] are shown with smaller symbols, while only the two
boundaries of the PLC domain from Ref.[32] are included.
The three sets of data are in good agreement. Here we extend
the domain investigated compared to the results presented
in [31] by including the low temperature boundary of the
PLC region. The domain is bounded at high strain rates by
an almost horizontal line atε̇ = 10−1 s−1. The high and low
temperature boundaries are essentially straight parallel lines
(within the current accuracy). The slopes of these lines corre-
spond to activation energies of 1.09 and 0.86 eV, for the high
and low temperature boundaries, respectively. The slopes of
the respective boundaries from Ref.[32] are 0.8 and 0.46 eV,
respectively. The data from Ref.[31] indicate the existence
of a kink in the high temperature boundary atT∼ 60◦C and
strain rate 5× 10−4 s−1, which required the fitting of the high
temperature boundary to our data to be made at small strain
rates only. The domain is also bounded at high temperatures
and higher strain rates.

The effect of grain shape anisotropy on the measured strain
rate sensitivity parameter was evaluated at room temperature.
Specimens in which the loading direction was aligned with
the rolling direction, and samples in which the two directions
are perpendicular were subjected to strain rate jump tests.
W ive
t

4

indi-
c poly-
c uite
r ajor

Fig. 5. Strain rate sensitivity parametermmeasured at room temperature in
specimens in which the loading direction is normal (closed symbols) and
aligned (open symbols) to the rolling direction.

groups denoted by A–C. At room temperature and at strain
rates below 10−4 s−1 we observe type C serrations, in which
the stress drops below the undisturbed stress–strain curve
[33]. As the rate increases, the nature of the serrated flow
changes, with a mixture of types A and B serrations being
observed. No such specific observations were made at other
temperatures. This observation is in agreement with the data
of Kral and Lukac[34] who tested an Al–4.8% Mg alloy
at room temperature and several strain rates, and those of
Romhanji et al.[35] who report type C serrations at room
temperature and strain rates below 10−3 s−1 in a similar al-
loy. This last group observes type A + B serrations at a rate
of 6.7× 10−3 s−1, while at 6.7× 10−2 s−1 a succession of
plateaus of serrations is observed.

It is noted that occasionally “traveling bands” (type B, in
the terminology used in Ref.[36]) appear at room temper-
ature and low strain rates (10−4 s−1). Fig. 6 shows such an
example in which regions denoted byP correspond to the in-
termittent propagation of a localization band along the gauge

F d two
p -
t t was
p

ithin the scatter of the data,mdoes not appear to be sensit
o orientation (Fig. 5).

.2. Observations of serrated flow

The macroscopic observation of serrated flow is an
ation of the negative SRS. The serrations observed in
rystalline materials in which solute is substitutional are q
egular and have been previously classified into three m
ig. 6. Stress–strain curve exhibiting the yield point phenomenon an
lateaus corresponding to the propagation of “traveling bands” (P). Serra

ions are observed from the yield point up to specimen failure. The tes
erformed at room temperature and with a strain rate of 10−3 s−1.
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of the specimen. Outside of these plateaus the serrations are
random. This was observed in several specimens only and
could not be related to specifics of the specimen microstruc-
ture or geometry.

Each serration corresponds to the formation of a localiza-
tion band on the surface of the specimen. The bands run at
an angle of 63◦ ± 2◦ with respect to the loading direction,
in agreement with the value of 61◦ reported by Chihab et al.
[36] for an Al–5 at.% Mg alloy. It was shown that the angle
depends on texture and is expected to range from 52◦ to 66◦as
a function of the orientation of the load axis with respect to
the rolling direction[37]. The continuum analysis of local-
ization in the direction of no extension for an isotropic sheet
subjected to uniaxial loading predicts the angle to be 54.74◦
[38]. However, if the magnitude of the strain in the width
direction is less than that in the thickness direction due to
material constraints, the angle is predicted to be larger, with
the extreme being 90◦ for the case of plane strain, i.e. zero
strain across the width of the specimen. Li and Lege[13] dis-
cuss the effect of the macroscopic stress and strain state on
the appearance of serrated flow and surface markings.

Discontinuous yielding and initial L̈udering is observed
in all specimens loaded at rates below 10−2 s−1. Such yield
points phenomena are not observed during transients follow-
ing strain rate jumps in tests performed under the same con-
d ks
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Fig. 7. Variation of the total elongation at failure with temperature.

and rates below 5× 10−5 and above 10−2 s−1. Abbadi et
al. [31] report temperature and strain rate-dependent critical
strains for their material.

4.3. Ductility and strength

In spite of their negative strain rate sensitivity, but because
of their high rate of hardening, the Al–Mg alloys are some
of the most ductile Al alloys currently in use. This makes
them useful in a variety of applications in which forming with
large reduction ratios are required. Therefore, it is interesting
to determine to what extent the ductility of the commercial
alloy is affected by DSA.

Fig. 7 shows the total elongation at failure measured
in tests performed at 10−3 s−1 and at various temperatures
within and outside of the negative SRS domain (Fig. 4). As
the temperature increases from−120◦C, the ductility de-
creases continuously while DSA becomes more pronounced,
reaches a minimum at room temperature and then increases
upon further increasing the temperature. This behavior may
also be observed inFig. 1. The fact that minimum ductility is
obtained at room temperature, which is typically the desired
processing temperature, is detrimental and is an incentive for
material development. The ductility follows the same trend as
the strain rate sensitivity with lower ductility at temperatures
c t al.
[ ures
i

ility
w ient
( ame-
t ility
i

ea-
s
p lative
t rsus
t hich
i n
itions. Mulford and Kocks[2] observe something that loo
ike discontinuous yielding during strain rate jumps in Inco
00 only if the flow is smooth. Jumps performed during je
ow were not found to exhibit a yield point phenomenon

As discussed by Romhanji et al.[35] the yield point phe
omenon is observed only in pre-deformed specimens
igh dislocation density that were rolled to reductions la

han 20%. This is also the case with the present specim
htani and Inagaki[39] similarly observe that Al–4.4% M
pecimens cooled in the furnace from a heat treatment
erature of 450◦C always exhibit the yield point phenomen
nd serrated flow from the very beginning of plastic de
ation over a wide range of strain rates. They conjecture
ctually L̈udering induces the PLC effect in the region
ehind the L̈uders band front, a phenomenon not observe

his study.
No critical strain for the onset of PLC,εc, is observed i

ll tests performed at rates between 10−5 and 10−2 s−1 (e.g.
ig. 6). The serrated flow begins immediately after yie

ng and continues with increasing magnitude up to spec
ailure. Close to the upper strain rate limit of the nega
RS domain inFig. 4, we observe a temperature-depend
ritical strain that has a minimum of 3.5% at 40◦C.

The absence of a critical strain was reported by Romh
t al. [35] for an Al–6.5% Mg alloy tested at room temp
ture and at rates between 6.7× 10−4 and 6.7× 10−2 s−1.
hey observe this behavior in all rolled specimens, the
al strain increasing upon annealing. Balik and Lukac[6] and
ral et al.[40] also report essentially no critical strain for ra
etween 10−4 and 10−2 s−1 in Al–3% Mg and Al–4.8% Mg
espectively. However, they see a netεc at room temperatur
orresponding to lower strain rate sensitivities. Skinner e
41] make a similar observation, but at higher temperat
n tests on round specimens of Al–Fe–V–Si alloys.

It is noted that the variation of this measure of duct
ith temperature correlates with the variation of the trans

and therefore the steady state) strain rate sensitivity par
er, which is a direct indication that the reduction in duct
s due to the DSA.

The variation of the yield stress with temperature m
ured at a strain rate of 10−3 s−1 is shown inFig. 8. As ex-
ected, DSA leads to an increase of the yield stress (re

o the generally decreasing trend of the yield stress ve
emperature curve) in the range of temperatures in w
ts effect is macroscopically visible[11]. The observatio
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Fig. 8. Variation of the yield stress with temperature measured atε̇ =
10−3 s−1.

Fig. 9. Strain hardening vs. flow stress curve for several temperatures within
and outside the PLC range.

remains valid for all flow stresses, which is supported by the
data inFig. 9.

Fig. 9 shows the strain hardening rateθ = dσ/dε as a
function of the flow stress for all temperatures considered
in this study. The data were obtained from tests performed
with strain rate 10−3 s−1. In the PLC range strain hardening
is essentially independent of temperature. Normal behavior
(continuously decreasing strain hardening rate at given flow
stress, with temperature) is seen outside of the PLC range.
It was suggested[42] that DSA enhances strain hardening
through reducing dynamic recovery. An alternate explana-
tion is proposed in the next section.

5. Comparison with model predictions

The experimental data are discussed in this section in con-
junction with the DSA model presented in Ref.[19]. The
model is briefly reviewed here.

As discussed in Section1, it is currently accepted that,
in general, DSA is due to the interaction of mobile solute
atoms and dislocations. The solute and dislocations form a

dynamic system in which solute diffuses to dislocations and
dislocations move under stress. Mg diffusion in Al at room
temperature and in absence of an excess of vacancies (at the
thermodynamically stable vacancy concentration) was shown
to be too slow to produce significant clustering at mobile
dislocations during their arrest time at forest obstacles (tw
= 0.1–10 s, depending on strain rate). However, clustering
at forest dislocations is assumed to be possible due to the
relatively long residence time of these dislocations. The size
of the cluster at a forest depends on its ageing time,ta, and
on temperature. The ageing time, in turn, depends on the rate
of forest dislocation production or the imposed strain rate. At
any given strain, the forest population contains dislocations
on different clustering stages, depending on when they were
produced.

The key insight on which the model is based is related to
the strength of a junction formed by a mobile unclustered dis-
location with a clustered forest. The analysis was performed
with an orientation-dependent line tension model for the two
dislocations[19]. The cluster is captured in the model as a
binding energy per unit length of the forest dislocation (Q) to
its initial position, occupied before the formation of the junc-
tion with the mobile dislocation. The binding energy is a func-
tion of the ageing time,ta and temperature,T. It was shown
that the strength of a typical junction (the Lomer–Cottrell
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Hence, at high strain rates the average cluster is sma
he average junction strength is low. The situation is o
ite at low strain rates, which leads to negative strain
ensitivity.

The insight obtained from this analysis was capture
model of the athermal component of the flow stress.

ow stress was evaluated by averaging over the strength
hole population of junctions formed at given time/strain
mobile dislocation and many forests of various cluster
he averaging was performed using the method propos
anson and Morris[43]. One of the main limitations of th

reatment is that the fundamental information regarding
unction strength is obtained from the analysis of a single
f junction, the Lomer–Cottrell lock. Therefore, a quant

ive comparison with experimental data is not possible
nly overall trends may be evidenced.

The key parameter in the model isε0 = ε̇t0, whereε̇ is the
mposed strain rate andt0 is the time constant of the clusteri
rocess at forest dislocations.t0 is associated with bulk diffu
ion of solute. This parameter lumps the effects of strain
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Fig. 10. Model prediction (line) and experimental data (points) for the vari-
ation of the transient component ofm, mt, with strain at room temperature.
The data correspond to those inFig. 2. The model prediction is evaluated
by assumingQs/A = 0.018[19], whereA is the energy per unit length of an
edge dislocation in Al.

and temperature, increasing linearly with strain rate and de-
creasing with increasing temperature. This is consistent with
suggestions made in the literature[24] according to which the
strain rate and the temperature may be combined into a single
constitutive parameter of the forṁε exp[E/kT ], whereE is
the activation energy for DSA. It is noted that an additional
temperature dependence is included inQ, which is expected
to decrease with increasing temperature due to the dissolution
of clusters at highT [44].

The steady state SRS parameter results as the sum of two
quantities, corresponding to the thermal and the athermal
components of the flow stress. The thermal component of
SRS is related to the interaction of dislocations with obstacles
that may be overcome by thermal activation, and it is con-
sidered to be positive. The athermal component is associated
with the formation of dislocation junctions and is affected by
DSA, therefore being either positive or negative.

First, we compare the model predictions with the experi-
mental values ofmversus strain.Fig. 10shows the transient
SRS parameter computed from the data inFig. 2, at room
temperature. The test was performed with a base strain rate
of 10−4 s−1. The line represents the prediction of the model
with ε0 = 0.11 and a normalized binding energy at saturation
Qs/A = 0.018. The normalization is made here with the en-
ergy per unit length of an unclustered edge dislocation in pure
A ing
e cor-
r e
c rain.
A
v s
t ty of
z , the
s of
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i .

Fig. 11. Model prediction (continuous line and filled symbols) and experi-
mental data (dashed line and open symbols) for the variation of the transient
component ofm, mt, with 1/T at 10% strain. The data correspond to those
in Fig. 3. The model prediction is evaluated by assumingQs/A= 0.018[19],
whereA is the energy per unit length of an edge dislocation in Al.

The experimental results (open symbols and dashed line) are
those fromFig. 3. The abscissa is the inverse temperature,
1/T, which allows a direct comparison with logε0. Note that
sinceε0 ∝ ε̇ exp[E/kT ], log ε0 varies linearly with 1/T. As
seen in the figure, the model captures the general shape of the
curve, with a minimum at intermediate values ofε0. The fit
is very good in the largeε0 range, while in the lowε0 range
it is only approximate. The minima of the two curves were
aligned by selecting the appropriate range ofε0. This, how-
ever, does not change the overall shape of the curve. As in
the case of the comparison inFig. 10, the normalized binding
energyQs/Awas considered 0.018.

As discussed in[19], the shape of themt versus logε0 curve
changes withQs. AsQs decreases, the curve inFig. 11retains
its shape while the absolute value ofmt decreases. WhenQs
tends to zero, which corresponds to high temperatures or/and
low average solute concentrations,mt vanishes.

It is interesting to compare the activation energies for PLC
obtained from the slopes of the low and high temperature
boundaries of the domain inFig. 4, with the activation en-
ergies predicted by the model. In[19], the boundary of the
negative SRS domain is described in terms of three exponen-
tial functions of the form:

ε̇c1 ∝ exp

[−Ea1 + 1.6Ea2

kT

]
(2a)

T ll
Q
b h
l, A. Qs is the upper limit (saturation value) of the bind
nergy of the respective dislocation to the Mg cluster and
esponds to an infinite ageing timeta. The model captures th
ontinuously decreasing trend of the parameter with st
s discussed in[19], increasingε0 leads tomt moving in the
icinity of zero for all strains. Decreasing the rate causemt
o become more negative and then to return in the vicini
ero. Since the instantaneous rate sensitivity is positive
teady state value is negative only at intermediate valuesε0.

Fig. 11 shows the comparison of the model and ex
mental data for the variation ofmt with the temperature
ε̇c2 ∝ exp

[−Ea1 + 2.5Ea2

kT

]
, and

ε̇c3 ∝ exp

[−Ea1 − 1.9Ea2

kT

]
(2b)

he first function (2a) describes the highε0 boundary at a
s/Avalues, while the last two functions represent the lowε0
oundary at high and lowQs/Avalues, respectively (low/hig
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temperature or high/low average solute concentration). Since
in the present caseQs/A = 0.018, the relevant functions are
the upper bound (2a) and the second of the two functions
(2b).

In the loġε − 1/T plane (Fig. 4), these are straight lines
of slopes−Ea1 + 1.6Ea2, and−Ea1 − 1.9Ea2, respectively.
Ea1 is the activation energy for Mg diffusion in the bulk (con-
trolling the rate of solute clustering at forests), andEa2 is an
activation energy associated with the dissolution of clusters
at large temperatures (controlling the saturation value of the
binding energy,Qs). The activation energy for bulk (vacancy-
assisted) solute diffusion is 1.2 eV as measured by Fujikawa
and Takada[45], and confirmed by atomistic simulations by
Picu and Zhang[17]. An upper limit for the activation energy
Ea2 is provided by the largest binding energy of a Mg atom to
the core of the forest dislocation. This quantity was evaluated
by atomistic simulations and is 0.126, 0.092 and 0.043 eV
for the binding of a single Mg atom to the core of edge, 60◦
and screw dislocations, respectively[46]. ConsideringEa1 =
1.2 eV andEa2 = 0.1 eV, the slope of the two boundaries cor-
respond to 1.39 and 1.04 eV, which overestimates the values
measured fromFig. 4(1.09 and 0.86 eV).

Finally, the concept that clustering at forest dislocations
leads to an increase of the strength of junctions formed with
mobile dislocations and therefore of the athermal component
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creases the strength of junctions, which leads to an increase
in the athermal component of the flow stress. The thermally
activated component of the flow stress is assumed to be un-
affected by the presence of clusters. This behavior is shown
schematically inFig. 12. For clarity, the effect of recovery
was neglected such that, at given strain, the athermal compo-
nent of the flow stress is temperature independent in absence
of solute clusters. The total flow stress results as the sum of
the two curves in the figure, which leads to the plateau in
Fig. 8. The plateau may be flat, rising or slightly decreasing
with temperature, depending on the relative magnitude of the
components shown inFig. 12.

6. Conclusion

The mechanical behavior of the commercial Al alloy
AA5182-O in as-received conditions is studied. The PLC ef-
fect is observed at all temperatures between−80 and 110◦C
and at strain rates lower than 10−1 s−1. The experimental
observations are compared with the predictions of a model
based on the observation that solute clusters formed at forest
dislocations lead to an increase of the strength of dislocations
junctions, or the athermal component of the flow stress. The
model captures many of the macroscopically observed fea-
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ig. 12. Schematic representation of the variation with temperature
hermally activated and athermal components of the flow stress. The
f dynamic recovery that would affect the athermal component (impos
enerally decreasing trend with increasingT) is neglected, for clarity. Th

ncrease of the athermal component in the DSA range is due to the in
f the strength of dislocation junctions induced by solute clustering at
islocations.
ures of the negative SRS and offers a new explanatio
he observed anomalous variation of the flow stress (at g
train) and hardening rate with temperature in the neg
RS domain.
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